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Resonance fluorescence of an adatom near solid surfaces
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By using the reservoir theory and Dekker's quantization procedure for a dissipation system, a set
of new surface-dressed optical Bloch equations including the surface-induced frequency shift as well
as the decay rate is derived to calculate the resonance fluorescence spectrum of an adatom near a
bulk solid surface. A mediate layer composed of nonabsorbing dielectric is placed to separate the
adatom and the bulk solid. The size and the dielectric effects of this layer are found to be as impor-
tant as those effects from the bulk solid. These effects wi11 be directly exhibited in the decay rates
and the frequency shifts. The resonance fluorescence spectrum is discussed in different cases and is
found to be strongly affected by the surfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest during the past one
or two decades in the interaction of atoms or molecules
absorbed at solid surfaces with radiation fields. ' The
effects of the solid surfaces on the optical properties of
the adatoms such as spontaneous emission, ' Raman
scattering, and weak- or strong-field resonance fluores-
cence are remarkable. Therefore, the optical properties
of absorbed atoms may be used as a sensitive probe of the
electronic and other structure of their solid substrates.
Here we shall study the process of resonance fluorescence
of an atom or molecule at a solid surface.

It is well known that the optical Bloch equations are
very useful and thus widely used in dealing with the in-
teraction of light with atoms in gases or solids. Here we
shall provide surface-dressed optical Bloch equations
(SBE) which are different from those derived by Huang
et a/. ' In our calculation of the scattering spectrum
for the two-level adatom, the following factors have been
considered:

(i) vacuum fluctuations and atomic collision,
(ii) irradiation of external monochromatic field and

surface-reflected field,
(iii) size and dielectric effects of a dielectric layer be-

tween a bulk solid occupying semi-infinite region and the
adatom,

(iv) polariton in the dielectric layer and at the surfaces,
and

(v) dissipation in the interaction between the adatom
and the surface-reflected field.

surfaces and then make some discussions about them. In
Sec. IV we obtain the resonance fluorescence spectrum by
means of the SBE and the regression theorem for correla-
tion functions. The effects of the distance between the
adatom and the bulk solid (or the thickness of the mediate
layer) on the spectrum are discussed in detail. In Sec. V
we give some concluding remarks.

II. DERIVATION OF THE SBE

In this paper we consider a two-level atom adsorbed on
the surface of a layer of nonabsorbing dielectric which is
fixed on the surface of a bulk solid. The geometry of this
problem is shown in Fig. 1 in which the thickness of the
layer can be changed to determine the various distances d
between the atom and the bulk solid. The atom is then
excited by the external laser field and thus emits radiation
fields which are reflected by the surfaces. The reflected
field in turn acts on the atom and influences its dynamic
behavior.

To treat this problem we use the reservoir theory"
shown in Fig. 2 and the self-consistent method. ' In the
former the atom is coupled with dissipation reservoirs
composed of vacuum fluctuations, collisions with foreign
atoms in the gas medium above the layer, and interaction

gas medium

ad atom
o

Meanwhile, we have also considered the case when the
bulk solid is a perfect conductor or a dielectric of which
the transverse frequency coincides with that of the ada-
tomic transition.

In Sec. II we use the reservoir method"' and extend
Dekker's quantization procedure' for a dissipation sys-
tem to obtain the SBE. In Sec. III we calculate the
surface-reflected field by using Maxwell's equations and
obtain the decay rates and frequency shifts induced by the

nonabsorbing dielectric

metal or dielectric

FIG. 1. geometry for the present problem.
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FIG. 2. The adatom coupled with its reservoirs and the exter-
nal field.

p is dipole moment, and Ez is the component of Ez
along the direction of p. d is the distance between the
adatom and the bulk solid and also the thickness of the
supporting layer. Then we use Dekker's quantization pro-
cedure' for a dissipative system and take S and S+ as
complex conjugate variables' ' of this system. There-
fore, the Liouville equation is

with surface-reflected fields, while in the latter the dipole
moment of the adatom is first determined by the SBE in
which the reflected field is unknown. Then the dipole
moment is used in Maxwell's equations to determine the
reflected field which in turn returns to SBE to find the di-
pole moment.

As in the reservoir theory, the density operator for the
adatom obeys the following equation:

P =Pa +Pa +Pext

where pz, p~, and p,„, denote the surface-free part, the
surface part, and that from the external laser field, respec-
tively. p„and p,„, can be determined by [in the rotating-
wave approximation (RWA)]'

p~ ———i co2~ [S',p] —3 (S+S p —2S pS+ +pS+S ) (2)

pR = —l [S,[S,Hg ]p] + t [p[Hg, S+],S ]
Using (1)—(11), one can easily obtain the SBE

(s+&=[ ( +&')—r ]&s &+ 2~ p ~E ' &s'),

(s') = —2r, ((s')+ —,
'
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respectively, where cu2] is the transition frequency between
two levels

~

2) and
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1), A is the Einstein's decay coeffi-
cient,
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are the atomic dipole operators and the inversion opera-
tor, ' respectively, and the Hamiltonian for the interaction
between the atom and the external field is

H,„,= —
~

P
~

(ES e +E*S+e ), (7)

and its adjoint

Hg ———
f

P
f

Egs+ = —
[
P

f
f(d)S S+, (9)

where the reflected field can be written within the RWA
as

where
~

P
~

is the matrix element of electric dipole opera-
tor, E and coL are the amplitude and frequency of the
driving field, respectively.

As for the contribution from surfaces pz, we have con-
sidered that there is dissipation when the adatom is cou-
pled with its reflected field and introduced a complex in-
teraction Hamiltonian in RWA

Hg ———p.Eg ———iP is Eg ———iP
i f (d)S S+

are the frequency shift and decay rate caused by solid sur-
faces, respectively. On transforming (12)—(14) to the ro-
tating frame, i.e., replacing S and S+ by S e and
S+e' ~, we obtain the reduced SBE

(s+) =[1(s+n') r, ]&s+)—+i2Q(s'),
(S') = 2r, ((s—')+ ,

'
) i(i(s——)+iQ*(s+ ),

(S ) = [i(b, +II—')+I ](S ) —i2$1(s'),

(17)

(19)

where b, =co2& —coL, Q=
~

P
~

E is half the Rabi frequen-
cy, and we have taken into account the collision effects
and thus I

&
and I 2 have been rewritten as

~1 y +y+ 2yI(0) s

(0) s+ j + yI+ yE

(20)

where yI and yE are the mean rate of inelastic and elastic
collisions, ' respectively.

Our SBE, Eqs. (17)—(19), are apparently different from
those derived by Huang et al." ' Firstly, here the fre-
quency shift caused by the surfaces is taken into account.
However, the method used by Huang et al. fails to in-
clude the real part of the reflected field leading to the fre-
quency shift. Secondly, from our SBE one can see that
the influence of the surfaces appear not only in the decay
rates of (S+) and (S ) but also in that of (S'), while
in the SBE derived by Huang et al. , the presence of the
surface only affected (S+) and (S ). In addition, the
reflected field Ez is also different, which will be shown
later.
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III. THE REFLECTED FIELD

In this section we calculate the surface-reflected field.
As shown in Fig. 1, the adatom can be taken as an emit-
ting dipole located at the interface between the nonabsorb-
ing dielectric layer and the gas medium. The emitted
field is reflected by both the above interface and the one
between the layer and the bulk solid. The reflected elec-
tric field at the dipole position is what we proceed to find.

First, we consider the general case, i.e., there is an emit-
ting dipole located at r=rp in the region —~ (z & —d
which is called region III and filled with gas medium
(e3 ——1). The nonabsorbing dielectric layer occupies
volume —d (z (0 called region II and the bulk solid oc-
cupies the region 0 (z ( oo called region I.

From the Maxwell's equations

V E2+kpe2E2 ——0, V.E2——0

H2 ——V & E2/ikp

for region II; and

V E3+koE3 —— 4n—[k0&+V(V-H )],
H3 ——V X E3/ikp

(24)

(25)

E1(r,rv)= f f 5' 1(u, v, co)e ' du dv, k1 8'1 ——0

k1 ——(u, v, wl), w1 ——koe1 —u —v, Imwl )02 2 2 2

E2(r, rv) = f f [8'2+'(u, v, rv)e

(26)

for region III, where kp ——co/c. The solution for the elec-
tric field of the above equations can be written as

1 a
V &&E= —— B,

c Bi

V~B=O,

V X H =— (D+4lr&),1

c Bt

V (D+4~% ) =0,
and the expression for the dipole moment

H(r, rv) =P(ol)5(r —ro), (22)

~ I

+I'2 '(u, v, co)e ' ]du dv,

k2 @'2 ——0, k2 5'2 ——0, k2 ——(u, v, w2)

k2=(u, v, —w2), w2 ——kpe2 —u —v
2

E3(r,co)= f f 8'3(u, v, co)e' du dv+E&,ig r

kp'8'3 —0, kp=(u, v, —wp), wp —kp —u —v

Eq(r, pl) = f f [kpp+V(p V)]
2m Wp

(27)

(28)

Imwp) 0

we obtain the following set of equations:

V E1+kpg]E1 =0 V'E] =0
H1 ——V )& E1/ik p

for region I;

(23)

X exp[iu (x —xp ) +iv (y —yp )

+lwO
~

& —&0
I ] .

Applying Maxwell boundary conditions at z =0 and
z = —d and using the same procedure as Ref. 3, we obtain

l —llro ro —i2wod 2 1 ~lw2 ~2W 1 i2w&d ~2WO W2
k// PF3// 'e k~pj —Wp(k~~ p~~)]D1 e ' +2 elW2 +E'2W1 e2Wp+ W2

(29)

l —ig.ro —i2wodk2~ 1(k )
Wl W2 i2w&d W2 Wp+2~ W1+ W2 LU2+ Wp

(30)

where

2WP W2 ~1W2 ~2W1 i 2w d
D1 ——1+ 2

2WO+ W2 E1LO2+ 62LU1
(31)

W1 W2 W2 Wp i 2w&d
D2 ——1+

LU 1 +W2 LO2 + LOp
(32)

the subscript
~ ~

(I) means parallel (perpendicular) to the surface z =0. Using (29)—(32), we obtain the component of re-
flected electric field along the dipole direction at r in region III:

l dg dU ik'0-r —i ko-rO —i 2wod 2 —1 62wp —W2 61W2 E2W1 i 2w2de wpD1 + e4~ Wp ~2Wp +W2 61W2 +~2W1

+kpD
W2+ Wp

W1 W2 i 2w&d+ e
LU 1 + LO2

for the case of the dipole oriented parallel to the surface;
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l du dV ik'. r —ig ro —i2wod 2 1 ~2WO W2 ~1 2 2W1 i2w&d
EJt t(r, ru) = p kllD1 + 8

277 Wp E2WP + W2 61W2 +62W 1

for the perpendicular case.
In this paper we are restricted to the case that the bulk solid is a perfect conductor or a dielectric with its transverse

frequency coinciding with the resonant frequency of the adatom. So we have the reflected field at the dipole position,
i.e., ro ——r=(0,0, —d):

i 3 kdk z ezp pz+(& pz+p z) exp('p dz) pz p+(pz+p)exp( pz+
ezp+ pz+ (ezp —pz)exp(ipzd ) pz+p+ (pz p—)exp(ipzd )

(35)

k3dk ezp —pz+(ezp+pz)exp(ipzd)
Egq ——ik(p

ezp+pz+(Ezp —pz)exp(ipzd )

(36)

where

P =1—k P2=e2 —k k=kll kp d =2&ed/C .

(37)

l5.
~q= l. 5

From (35) and (36), we obtain

f~~(d)= ——ko J [p fi( )+sfz( )]s,

fi(d)= —ko f~ f, (s),
p

where we have s =k and

e'zp+ l pztan(pzd /2)
fi(s)=

ezp —ip ztan(pzd /2 )

pz+ i p tan(pzd /2)
fz(s) =

p, —ip tan(p, d /2)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)
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Evidently f~(s) and fz(s) contain resonant denominators
resulting from the surface polariton. From (29)—(32) one
can see that the resonant denominator of f& (fz) results
from TM (TE) modes. It is easy to show that all the
poles at positions s; which satisfy

I5.0-
~,= 4.5

S

and

ezp = ipztan(pzd /2) (42) 10.0- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e

pz = ip. tan(pzd /2) (43)

are of first order. Therefore, we can separate f~(s) and
fz(s) into two parts of which one is analytic and the other
contains poles, i.e.,

5.0-

Resf &(s;)f, (s) =f',"'(s)+ g s —(s;+i 0+ )

Resfz(s; )f, (s) =fz"'(s)+ g s —(s;+i 0+)

(44)

(45)

I
a(i(l

+.w g 8.0

where Resf
~ z(s;) denote the residue of f ~ z(s) at s; and

are found to be
FICr. &. Frequency shift vs thickness n for different orienta-

tions of the dipole.
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n~~
—n~~(d~ oo) and n) —n)(d~ oo), respectively. In ad-

dition, for an isotropic distribution of dipole orientation
usually considered, we have the effective frequency shift

P) ——(S+(t)S ),
q, =(s-(t)s-), (53)

and decay rate

(52a) g, = (S'(t)s )-
and using the regression theorem, Eqs. (17)—(19) lead to
the following set of equations

(52b)

respectively.
Equations (48)—(52) can be calculated numerically and

the results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. From Fig. 3 one
can see that the frequency shifts oscillate around zero as d
increases, die out when d becomes very large, and for
small d 0"s become very large. Meanwhile, large e2 will
cause higher frequency of the oscillation but smaller 0,"s
for small d, and the quantities for different orientations
of the dipole are apparently different. This means that
the influence of the bulk solid becomes weaker when the
adatom is located far from it, stronger when near it, and
oscillatory for mediate distance; and that the orientation
of the dipole and the dielectric property of the layer play
an important role. The following reason is evident: the
amplitude and the phase of the reflected field of which
the vertical (parallel) component interacts only with the
dipole oriented vertically (parallel) are affected not only

by the distance d but also by the dielectric constant of the
layer e2. This is also true for the decay rates. From Fig.
4 we can see the oscillatory behavior of decay rate in vari-

ous cases. Generally speaking, the oscillations decay as d
increases. However, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(e), the
oscillations for I 's exhibit revival resulting from the fact
that there is coherence between the field reflected by the
surface of the bulk solid and that of the dielectric layer.
As the adatom is located just on the surface of the layer,
the influence of the surface polariton is remarkable. Evi-
dently, the contribution from the surface polariton is
greater than that from the bulk solid. In addition, the in-
fluence of the dielectric properties of the layer is also very
remarkable, i.e., the larger the e2 is, the higher the fre-
quency of the oscillations and the larger the total decay
rates y"s will be. We must notice that d is not only the
distance between the adatom and the bulk solid but also
the size factor of the mediate layer of which the dielectric
property is very important and, subsequently, the effects
discussed can be called size and dielectric effects.

IV. RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM

Now we proceed to find the spectrum of resonance
fluorescence which is known to be given by the Fourier
transformation of the field correlation function
(a (t'+ t)a (t') ) which is proportional to the atomic
correlation function (S+(t'+t)S (t') ).' ' ' Since
what we are interested in is the steady-state case, we can
use the usual procedure ' ' to find the spectrum. In
steady state we have lim, (S+(t'+t)S (t') )
=(S+(t)S ). By defining the set of correlation func-
tions

g) ——[i(n'~b, ) —I z)g, ~i2np3,

Pz
———[i ( n'+ b, ) + I z]gz —i2n*g3,

1P =tn f —in/ —21,(g ~ —,
' (S ) )

of which the initial conditions are given by

p)(0) =a
I
n /[rz+(6+n') ~2a

I

n
I ],

gz(0) =0,
ti, (0) = ——,

' n*[ir, ~(n'+a)]/[r', ~(a~n')z

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

4-2a In
I ], (59)

P)( Y)=[aY +(2I z+aX+X*)Y+
I

X

~2(a
I

n I'~rx*~rx)
+2I,

I

X
I /Y]g, (0)/aF( Y), (61)

where

F(Y)= Y ~2(I )~I z)Y ~(4I )I ~4In
I

~ IxI )Y

+2I,(2aInI + IxI ), (62)

(63)X= I 2+i'', 6'=0'+6 .

Through the usual procedure as in Refs. 17—19, the re-
quired spectrum is given by

~ inc

g(co) =2rtA o'"5(co —coL ) ~
(co —coL ) +s()

A~o. o.
+

(co —coL ~ n') ~ cr (cu —coL —n') ~o2+ 2 2

for n' » I ), I z, (64)

where

3() ——In I Ix
I

/Y),
A()"' ——8

I

n,
I

[a n,
I

~(a —1)h'z]/Y, ,

(n'+~')[ —,a(n, '+b, ') ~b, ']/n'z Y, ,

(65)

(66)

(67)

o ——2(I )5' +2I z n
I

)/n'

o =[4I, n
I

'~I, (2
I

n
I

'~b. ')]/n',
n'=&'+4lnI', Y) =2a InI z+~'

(68)

(69)

(70)

For the case of weak incident field (
I
n

I
« I, , I z or b, ')

we find '

where a=I z/I ). With expressions (57)—(59), the Eqs.
(54)—(56) can be solved by Laplace transformation:

g;(Y)= J e 'P;(t)dt (i=1,2, 3) . (60)

The solution related to the spectrum is
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(71)

By considering the isotropic orientation distribution for
the dipole and using the unit of —,A to rescale the
b„and all the decay rates and frequency shifts, Figs.
5(a)—5(c) and 5(e)—5(g) are numerically obtained from Eq.
(64) while Figs. 5(d) and 5(h) are obtained from Eq. (71).
Since the coherent component of the spectrum is not
shifted or broadened by the surfaces, Figs. 5(a)—5(h) only
show the incoherent components. From these figures we
can easily see the effects of the surfaces on the resonance
fluorescence spectrum of the adatom. When the adatom
is located very near the bulk solid, some peaks are
suppressed, the existing peaks are broadened and shifted
away from the center (co —coL ——0), and for strong excita-
tion, as in Figs. 5(a)—5(c) and 5(e)—5(g), the asymmetry of
the two sidebands become remarkable. Comparing Figs.
5(a)—5(d) with Figs. 5(e)—5(h), it is clear that the effects
of broadening are stronger for large ez. This is because
the decay rate y', increases as ez increases (see Fig. 4).

As shown in Figs. 5(a)—5(c) and 5(e)—5(g), in the case
of strong excitation, there may appear three peaks includ-
ing the central one resulting from Rayleigh scattering, the
left sideband from three-photon process, and the right
sideband from fluorescence. From Figs. 5(f) and 5(g) we

can see that as d increases gradually, the two sidebands
will approach to the positions where D =+2

~

II ~, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, the three peaks will become narrower
and the asymmetry will gradually disappear. The above
phenomena appear more or less in the other related fig-
ures, where more interesting features are presented. In
Fig. 5(e), where e2 is smaller and the field is weaker than
in Figs. 5(fl and 5(g), as d increases from 0.4, the profile

will change from one sideband to three peaks, then in turn
change to two peaks, finally the third peak will gradually
emerge. While in Fig. 5(a), where e2 is large, the profile
begins with three peaks, it gradually changes into one cen-
tral peak, and finally returns to three peaks. The above
phenomenon also appears in Fig. 5(b) but less pro-
nouncedly. However, in Fig. 5(c) where detuning 6 is
large, all the initial three peaks gradually disappear and
then recover.

As for the weak field case shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(h),
there exists only one incoherent peak. In Fig. 5(d) we can
see that the peak will shift and disappear then reappear
periodically, corresponding to the periodical dependence
of y', and Q', on d. However, this interesting
phenomenon is not appear clearly in Fig. 5(h). This is be-

cause the oscillatory dependence of y', and 0,', on d for
smaller e2 is less pronounced (see Figs. 3 and 4).

In addition, it is evident from Eqs. (64) and (71) that
the elastic collision by the gas atoms plays a crucial role
in the existence of the asymmetry for the two sidebands
and of the incoherent component for weak field.

V. SUMMARY

In this article we have derived a set of new surface-
dressed Bloch equations including surface-induced decay
rates and frequency shifts, the former are different from
those in Refs. 4—7 and the latter are absent in them. By
solving the SBE, analytic expressions for resonance
fluorescence spectrum of a adatom at solid surface are ob-
tained and the influences of the surfaces on the spectrum
are discussed. Under certain circumstances, the existence
of the bulk solid and the layer will cause some peaks of
the spectrum to disappear or reappear, or to shift and be-
come wider.
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